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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 343 (12/9/19)  

 

Status Summary: 

All payloads are powered off. All expected NavCam OpNav and particle monitoring data have 

been received; the partitions are empty. SPOC continues to coordinate with MSA to recover 

single missing frames from Orbital R.  

Looking ahead: This week, we will continue the cadence of nadir-pointed NavCam OpNavs with 

ride-along particle imaging every 2 hours, with the addition of sample stow test imaging 

(spacecraft Bennu selfie), a StowCam checkout, and a NavCam 2 calibration.  

There will be no HGA pass on Wednesday or Thursday (11 and 12 December, DOY 345 and 

346). Accordingly, the downlink tag-up for Wednesday is canceled; charts will be sent out if 

anything warrants notification before Friday. The Science Weekly on Thursday is canceled for 

AGU. The downlink tag-up next Wednesday (18 December, DOY 352) is also canceled, owing 

to the Drake holiday party.  

Day 347 (12/13/19)  

 

Status Summary: 

All payloads are powered off. OD205 is onboard. We did not have HGA passes for the past two 

days, and today’s pass was relatively short. A lost-connection issue was reported DSN-wide 

today, but we have not yet seen any impacts to OREX data.  

All OpNavs have been received on the ground. Particle monitoring images are down through part 

of Tuesday (10 December, DOY 344). We expect to get the data that are still onboard, including 

sample stow imaging (a.k.a. spacecraft selfie), by the end of tomorrow’s pass. A gap in the CK 

was noted by the SPOC dev team; SPOC is working with MSA to address it. SPOC and MSA 

also continue to work together on the missing packets from the ends of passes during Orbital R. 

Attempts to fill the gaps with replays have not been successful. Best-efforts continue, but the 

data are non-critical.  



This has week has been relatively quiescent, with the only activities other than OpNav and 

particle monitoring being sample stow imaging, StowCam checkout, and NavCam 2 calibration. 

The prime and backup sample sites were announced publicly at the AGU Fall Meeting, so there 

is no longer an embargo on this information.  

Looking ahead: We will continue the current cadence of NavCam OpNavs and particle 

monitoring through the weekend and into next week. OCAMS will be powered on Sunday (15 

December, DOY 349) for MapCam support of OpNavs. The Science Weekly/Monthly is 

canceled until the second week of January. Next Wednesday (18 December, DOY 352), the 

downlink tag-up will be charts only owing to the SPOC holiday party.  

 


